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Abstract

Generalized sketches is a graph-based specification framework that borrows its main ideas from both cat-
egorical and first-order logic, and adapts them to software engineering needs. As a new result concerning the
syntax of this framework we prove in this paper that categories of sketches are as well finitely complete as fi-
nitely cocomplete. Concerning the semantics we show, first, that the indexed semantics of Generalized Sketches
offers “amalgamated sums” of models and a corresponding “extension lemma”. Next, we investigate how the
indexed semantics can be transformed into a fibred semantics by means of (a variant of) the Grothendieck con-
struction. Analyzing what happans with the amalgamation of models under this transformation we observe that
the Grothendieck construction transforms pushouts into “weak” van Kampen squares. 1 2

1 Introduction
In this paper we continue our research on theory and application of the Generalized Sketch (GS) framework. The
machinery of generalized sketches was developed and applied in a few industrial projects in Latvia in 1993-94 and
the corresponding logic was presented at Logic Colloquium’95 [Dis97]. Even earlier, Michael Makkai came to the
need to generalize the notion of Ehresmann’s sketches from his work on an abstract formulation of Completeness
Theorems in logic [Mak97]. We refer to the historical remarks section in [DW07] for more details.

The main goal of the present paper is to bridge the gap between the “indexed version” of the GS framework
presented in [WD07] and the practice oriented “firbred version” in [DW07]. In addition, we rearrange the main
syntactic concepts like (generalized) sketch, sketch morphism and sketch transformation as natural extensions of
the concepts of graph, graph homomorphism/ production and graph transformation, respectively. As a new result
we show that categories of sketches are finitely complete and finitely cocomplete.

Yet the main emphasis is on semantics. We present the indexed semantics of sketches, i.e., the classical concept
of a sketch model in the GS setting [Dis96, WD07], and as new results we show the existence of “amalgamated
sums” of models and (the first part of) a corresponding “extension lemma” (compare [EM85]).

For the algebraic specification community it is quite natural to describe semantics in an “indexed manner”, i.e.,
as an interpretation of syntactic entities in a semantic universe with usually infinite semantic objects. Variations
of this indexed viewpoint can be found in Universal Algebra, Algebraic Specifications, Functorial Semantics,
Denotational Semantics, Institutions, and at many other places. Following this “cultural guideline” the original
definitions of the semantics of generalized sketches have been based on indexed concepts too.

“Indexed theorists” have to face, however, the painful truth that “practitioners” in programming and software
engineering prefer to think in terms of typed/fibred concepts. And it seem that we can do nothing about it since this
preference is just reflecting the “real world” the “practitioners” are living in. Programming is dealt with a finite
bunch of typed data allocations and software design, nowadays, is about drawing and (hopefully) understanding
different kinds of finite diagrams with different types of nodes and arrows.

1Research partially supported by the Norwegian NFR project SHIP/VERDIKT.
2I’m very grateful to José Fiadeiro and Reiko Heckel for inviting me to Leicester in September 2007 to give a talk on Generalized Sketches.

In the talk, I have specially addressed the transition between indexed and fibred concepts. The present paper has been triggered by that talk and
the intense discussions on the next day after it.
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To bridge this “cultural gap” we have to transfer our concepts and results from the indexed world into the
fibred world. Such a transformation will be based on (different variants of) the so-called Grothendieck construction
[BW90, MWH07]. Since the GS framework is based on graphs, we will present here a variant of the Grothendieck
construction for graphs and we will show how the indexed definitions can be transformed into corresponding fibred
definitions along this construction.

It is folklore that the Grothendieck construction turns composition, i.e., commutative triangles, into pullback
diagrams. Analyzing how amalgamation of models is transformed by the Grothendieck construction, we have
found that

the Grothendieck construction transforms pushouts into “weak” van Kampen squares.

As far as we know, this insight has yet not been formulated in the literature.
Van Kampen squares are the essential ingredient in the definition of Adhesive Categories as they have been

introduced recently by Lack and Sobociński [LS04], and adhesive categories are considered as a promising formal
basis for a general theory of transformations and of reactive systems. For example, [EEPT06] provides a thorough
revision and generalization of the different variants of graph-transformations and high level replacement systems
based on the concept of adhesive category.

That the GS framework is well-suited and appropriate for defining the syntax and semantics of a wide class of
diagrammatic specification techniques, as ER diagrams, database schemata, UML class diagrams, has been shown
in a sequence of papers [DK97, DKPJ00, Dis03, Dis05]. Therefore we will concentrate here on the discussion
of how the Algebraic Specification formalism can be reflected within the GS framework. In such a way we will
hopefully make apparent the potentials of the GS framework and the place of this framework within the landscape
of specification formalisms.

2 Graphs and Van Kampen Squares
The Generalized Sketch framework, as any other diagrammatic specification technique, is heavily based on the
concept of graph, thus we start with a formal definition of this concept and other necessary concepts and results
around. Before we dive into technicalities, the following important remark is in order. In this paper we are
concerned with (at least) two different kinds of “diagrams”. To minimize potential confusion, we will try to
distinguish between them with the following terminology.

1. There is the general idea of a “picture” with (labeled) nodes and (labeled) edges. In software engineering we
meet different specializations of this general idea for specification purposes like “ER diagrams”, “UML class
diagrams”, . . .. We will, therefore, refer to those specializations as model diagrams or mod-diagrams.

2. Finally, we have a strict, formal mathematical definition of diagrams. We will call these diagrams math-
diagrams or simple diagrams.

We adapt the notation from [Fia05].

Definition 1 (Graph). A graph G = (G0, G1, sc, tg) is given by

• a collection G0 of nodes,

• a collection G1 of arrows,

• a map sc : G1 → G0 assigning to each arrow its source, and

• a map tg : G1 → G0 assigning to each arrow its target.

We usually write f : x→ y or x
f→ y to indicate that sc(f) = x and tg(f) = y.

Example 1 (Finite Graphs). Finite graphs are often visualized by mod-diagrams. The graph G with G0 =
{K,N,M},G1 = {z, s, p, π1, π2} and sc(z) = K, tg(z) = sc(s) = tg(s) = N , sc(π1) = sc(π2) = sc(p) = M ,
and tg(π1) = tg(π2) = tg(p) = N , for example, can be visualized by the mod-diagram

K
z // N

s
��

M
poo

π1

xx
π2

ff
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Definition 2 (Graph Homomorphism). A graph homomorphims ϕ : G → H is a pair of maps ϕ0 : G0 → H0

and ϕ1 : G1 → H1 such that for each arrow f : x→ y of G we have ϕ1(f) : ϕ0(x)→ ϕ0(y) in H, i.e., we have
srH(ϕ1(f)) = ϕ0(srG(f)) and tgH(ϕ1(f)) = ϕ0(tgG(f)) for all f ∈ G1.

The composition ϕ;ψ : G → K of two graph homomorphisms ϕ : G → H and ψ : H → K is defined
component-wise

ϕ;ψ = (ϕ0, ϕ1); (ψ0, ψ1)
def
= (ϕ0;ψ0, ϕ1;ψ1).

We will omit subscripts if convenient and no confusion arises.

Fact 1 (Category of Graphs). It is immediate to see that the composition ϕ;ψ : G → K is indeed a graph
homomorphism. Identical graph homomorphisms idG : G → G are defined by idG = (idG0 , idG1), and the
component-wise definition of identities and composition ensures that we inherit associativity and neutrality from
the category Set. In such a way, we obtain two categories

• The category Graph of small graphs, i.e., of graphs with sets of nodes and sets of arrows, and all graph
homomorphisms between them.

• The category GRAPH of arbitrary graphs and all graph homomorphisms between them.

Remark 1 (Other Categories). Beside the categories Graph and GRAPH we will also refer to other categories.
By Set we denote the category with objects all sets A and arrows all (total) maps f : A → B. For any set A

there is an identical map idA : A → A and for any two maps f : A → B, g : B → C there is the composition
f ; g : A → C defined by f ; g(a) = g(f(a)) for all a ∈ A. Composition is associative and the identical maps are
neutral w.r.t. composition.

By Par we denote the category with objects all sets A and with arrows all partial maps f : A # B where we
denote the domain of definition of f by dom(f) ⊆ A. The identities idA : A → A are the total identical maps
and the composition f ; g : A # C of two of two partial maps f : A # B and g : B # C is defined by

dom(f ; g)
def
= {a ∈ A | a ∈ dom(f), f(a) ∈ dom(g)} and f ; g(a)

def
= g(f(a)) for all a ∈ dom(f ; g)

Another useful category is the category Pow of “multi-functions” with objects all sets A and with arrows
all maps f : A → P(B) where P(B) is the power set of B, i.e., the set of all subsets of B. The identities
idA : A → P(A) are defined by idA(a) = {a} for all a ∈ A and the composition f ; g : A → P(C) of two maps
f : A→ P(B) and g : B → P(C) is defined by

f ; g(a) = g(f(a))
def
=

⋃
{g(b) | b ∈ f(a)} for all a ∈ A

Transformations can be usually described by pushout constructions in corresponding appropriate categories.
And fortunately pushouts (and pullbacks) in Graph can be constructed easily (see [EEPT06] for details).

Fact 2 (Pushouts and Pullbacks). Pullbacks and pushouts in Graph can be constructed componentwise for nodes
and edges in Set and the monomorphisms in Graph are exactly the injective graph morphisms.

To have a reasonable transformation formalism we need a certain compatiblity between pullbacks and pushouts
as it can be formulated by the so-called van Kampen (VK) square. The idea is that a pushout is stable under
pullbacks, and, vice versa, that pullbacks are stable under combined pushouts and pullbacks. The name “van
Kampen” is due to the relationship between these squares and the van Kampen Theorem in topology. For later
discussions in this paper we also coin the concept a “semi VK square”.

Definition 3 (Van Kampen Square). A pushout (1) is a van Kampen square if, for any commutative cube (2) with
(1) in the bottom and where the back face and the left face are pullbacks, the following equivalence holds:
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The top face is a pushout iff the front face and the right face are pullbacks:

A′ h′ //

a

��

f ′
~~

~

~~~~
~

B′

b

��

g′
}}

}

~~}}
}

A h //

f

��

B

g

��

C ′ k′ //

c

��

D′

d

��

(2)

(1) A h //

f
}}}

}

~~}}}
}

B

g}
}}}

~~}}}
}

C k // D C k // D

The pushout (1) is a semi van Kampen square if, for any commutative cube (2) with (1) in the bottom and
where the back face and the left face are pullbacks, the following implication holds:

The top face is a pushout if the front face and the right face are pullbacks:

In most categories pullbacks are not stable under arbitrary combined pushouts and pullbacks, thus in most
categories not all pushouts are VK squares. In Set and Graph, however, pushouts along monomorphisms are VK
squares. This fact leads to the axiomatization of adhesive categories as given in

Definition 4 (Adhesive Category). A category C is an adhesive category if:

1. C has pushouts along monomorphisms.

2. C has pullbacks.

3. Pushouts along monomorphisms are VK squares.

On the other side, arbitray pushouts are stable under pullbacks in Set and thus also in Graph due to Fact 2.

Fact 3 (Semi VK Squares). All pushouts in Set and in Graph are semi VK squares.

3 Generalized Sketches
Sketches are the specification formalism offered by Category Theory (CT). It was originated by Charles Ehresmann
in the 60s, who invented the so called sketches (see [Wel] for a survey). Ehresmann’s sketches were promoted
for applications in computer science by Michael Barr and Charles Wells [BW90] and applied to data modeling
problems by Michael Johnson and Roberth Rosebrugh [JRW02]. From now on in the paper, the term sketch will
refer to a generalized sketch.

A sketch is a graph together with a set of designated diagrams in this graph.

Definition 5 (Diagram). Let G and I be graphs, A diagram in G with shape I is a graph homomorphism δ : I →
G.

Example 2 (Shapes). Some of the most simple shapes, that are used in nearly any application, are Node = ( x ),
Arrow = (x 1→ y), Span = (x 1← z

2→ y), Cospan = (x 1→ z
2← y), and the following four graphs Loop, Cell,

Circle, and Triangle, respectively:

x1 99 x
1
((

2

66 y x
1
(( y

2

hh x
1 //

3

44y 2 // z

Remark 2 (Visualization of Diagrams). Mod-diagrams are traditionally also used to present diagrams δ : I → G.
The essential idea is to draw a picture with a separate “place holder node” for each element in I0 and with a
separate “place holder arrow” for each element in I1. And then we put into the “place holders” the corresponding
items from G according to the assignment δ. In such a way, we may have in the picture different copies of the same
item from G at different places. The following three mod-diagrams, for example,

A
f // A A A

f //foo A A
f // A A

foo
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represent diagrams δ1 : Arrow → Set, δ2 : Span → Set, δ3 : Cospan → Set with the same “actual values” but
with different shapes.

In the classical sketch framework we have three “pre-defined” types of diagrams: Commutative, limit, and
colimit diagrams. The idea of generalized sketches is to allow instead, of these three pre-defined types of diagrams,
arbitrary “user-defined” types of diagrams that are appropriate for the corresponding application domain.

Definition 6 (Signature). A signature Θ = (Π, α) is given by

• a collection Π of (predicate) labels or symbols and

• a function α : Π→ Graph0 assigning to each label P ∈ Π its arity (shape) α(P ).

Remark 3 (Compound Labels). In many applications it may be more “user friendly” to allow to assign to a
predicate label P a set of possible arity shapes. We could, for example, have a label [prod] with different shapes
for empty, binary, ternary, . . . products, respectively. We decided not to allow for those sets of arity shapes in the
actual definition of signatures.

In examples and applications a “user” is, of course, free to define a “generic predicate label” P with a
corresponding set of arity shapes. But, this will be interpreted as a “user defined mechanism” to create compound
labels. In case of the above mentioned generic label [prod] we could use, for example, the compound labels
([prod], 0), ([prod], 2), ([prod], 3), . . ..

Remark 4 (Extensions of the Concept of Signatures). Makkai’s original definition in [Mak97] is more general
in the sense that he allows for arbitrary base categories Base instead of Graph only. Especially he is concerned
about hierachies of pre-sheaf topoi, starting with the pre-sheaf topos Graph, where the category of (multi) sketches
of one level is used as the base category for the next level.

Dependencies between predicates turn out to be essential in applications of generalized sketches, but they have
not been considered neither by Makkai nor by Diskin in the original definitions. To treat dependencies between
single predicates we extended therefore recently the definition of signatures by considering Π to be a category and
α to be a functor (see [DW07, WD07]). This extension, however, will be not of interest here.

Specifications within the Generalized Sketch framework are meant to be

Definition 7 ((Generalized) Sketches). Given a signature Θ = (Π, α) a Θ-sketch S = (GS ,S(Π)) consists of
a graph GS and a Π-indexed family S(Π) = (S(P ) | P ∈ Π) of sets of marked diagrams, i.e., for every label
P ∈ Π there is a (maybe, empty) set S(P ) of diagrams (P, δ : α(P )→ GS) in GS marked by P .

Now we want to look at how basic traditional specification techniques, as Equational Algebraic Specifications,
can be reflected by diagram signatures and sketches.

Example 3 (Algebraic Signatures). Algebraic signatures Σ = (S,OP ) declare a set S of sort symbols and a set
OP of operation symbols together with corresponding arity requirements op : s1 . . . sn → s. The only “semantic”
requirement in this “specification formalism” is that for any Σ-algebra A the sequence s1 . . . sn of sort symbols
has to be interpreted by the cartesian product A(s1) × · · · × A(sn) of the interpretations of the corresponding
single sort symbols. Therefore, the sketching of the formalism “algebraic signatures” may lead us to a diagram
signature ΘAS = (ΠAS, αAS) that defines infinite many labels

ΠAS = {([prod], 0), ([prod], 2), ([prod], 3), . . . , ([prod], n), . . .}

with aritiesαAS([prod], 0) = Node, αAS([prod], 2) = Span and for any n ∈ N with n > 2 the arityαAS([prod], n)
will be given by the following graph Spann

x
p1

{{ww
ww

ww
ww

w
pn

##H
HHHHHHHH

x1 • • • xn

A ΘAS-sketch SΣNat that sketches the algebraic signature ΣNat with SNat = {N} and OPNat = {z : → N, s :
N → N, p : N N → N}, for example, is given by the graph G in Example 1 together with the two marked
diagrams SΣNat([prod], 0) = {K}, SΣNat([prod], 2) = {N π1←−M

π2−→ N}. All the other sets SΣNat([prod], n)
will be empty for n > 2. Note, how the implicit assumption in ΣNat that the sequence N N of sort symbols has to
be interpreted by a product has been made explicit in the sketch SΣNat .
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Example 4 (Equational Specifications). An equational specification SP = (Σ, EQ) is given by an algebraic
signature Σ = (S,OP ) and a set EQ of Σ-equations (t1 = t2) with t1 and t2 Σ-terms of the same sort. To reflect
the concept of terms the intended diagram signature ΘEQ has to include, besides the “product labels” ([prod], n)
from ΠAS, additional labels: A reasonable choice could be a label [comp] with arity Triangle to reflect the
compostion of maps, a label [=] with arity Cell to write equations, and compound labels ([tupl], n), n ≥ 2 with
arities given by the following diagrams Tupln

y

k

��r1

		

rn

��

x
p1

{{ww
ww

ww
ww

w
pn

##H
HHHHHHHH

x1 • • • xn

to reflect the tupling of terms. To describe equations with a multiple occurence of a single variable we introduce
further a label [id] with arity Loop for indicating identical maps.

A ΘEQ-sketch SSPNat that correponds to the equational specification SPNat = (ΣNat, EQNat) with a single
equation EQNat = {(p(x, s(y)) = s(p(x, y))}, for example, will be given by the graph G in Example 1 extended
by the following four arrows

N Ms(y)oo

s(p(x,y))

xx

p(x,s(y))

ff (x,s(y))
vv

There are no additional diagrams marked by product labels, i.e., we have SSPNat([prod], n) = SΣNat([prod], n),
for n = 0, 2, 3, . . .. The sets SSPNat([tupl], 2) and SSPNat([=]) are singleton sets visualized by the following
mod-diagrams

M
π1

~~}}
}}

}}
}} s(y)

  B
BB

BB
BB

B

(x,s(y))

��

N M

s(p(x,y))

xx

p(x,s(y))

ff

N M
π1oo π2 // N

SSPNat([comp]) contains five diagrams. The first two diagrams arise from tupling and the other three from com-
position.

M

π1 !!B
BB

BB
BB

B
(x,s(y))// M

π1

��

M

s(y) !!B
BB

BB
BB

B
(x,s(y))// M

π2

��

M

s(y)   B
BB

BB
BB

B
π2 // N

s

��

M

s(p(x,y))   B
BB

BB
BB

B
p // N

s

��

M

p(x,s(y)) !!B
BB

BB
BB

B
(x,s(y))// M

p

��
N N N N N

Another ΘEQ-sketch SSP ′
Nat

that correponds to the equational specification SP ′Nat = (ΣNat, EQ′Nat) with a
single equation EQ′Nat = {(x = p(x, x))} is given by the graph G in Example 1 extended by the following three
arrows

N

x

YY

p(x,x)

�� (x,x) // M

There are no additional diagrams marked by product labels, i.e., we have SSPNat([prod], n) = SΣNat([prod], n),
for n = 0, 2, 3, . . .. The sets SSPNat([id], 2), SSPNat([tupl], 2) and SSPNat([=]) are singleton sets visualized by
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the following mod-diagrams

Nx 77 N
x

~~}}
}}

}}
}} x

  B
BB

BB
BB

B

(x,x)

��

N N

p(x,x)

xx

x

ff

N M
π1oo π2 // N

SSPNat([comp]) contains three diagrams. The first two diagrams arise from tupling and the third from composi-
tion.

N

x
  B

BB
BB

BB
B
(x,x) // M

π1

��

N

x
  B

BB
BB

BB
B
(x,x) // M

π2

��

N

p(x,x)   B
BB

BB
BB

B
(x,x) // M

p

��
N N N

Note, that the ΘEQ-sketches SSPNat and SSP ′
Nat

have to present explicitly all the subterms in the equations
(p(x, s(y)) = s(p(x, y)) and (x = p(x, x)), respectively. In traditional equational specifications this is not
necessary since the syntactical appearance of a term allows to reconstruct the inductive process of constructing
the term. This feature can be seen, somehow, as the essence of the concept of term. At the present stage the
Generalized Sketch framework has not incorporated such advanced possibilities to create syntactical denotations
(see also the discussion in Remark 7).

The concept of graph homomorphisms exends naturally to sketches.

Definition 8 (Sketch Morphisms). A Θ-sketch morphism f : S → S ′ between two Θ-sketches S = (GS ,S(Π))
and S ′ = (GS

′
,S ′(Π)) is a graph homomorphism f : GS → GS

′
compatible with marked diagrams, i.e.,

(P, δ : α(P )→ GS) ∈ S(P ) implies (P, δ; f : α(P )→ GS
′
) ∈ S ′(P ) for all P ∈ Π.

α(P )

δ;f ""E
EE

EE
EE

E
δ // GS

f

��
GS

′

Fact 4 (Category of Sketches). The associativity of the composition of graph homomorphisms ensures that the com-
position of two Θ-sketch morphisms becomes a Θ-sketch morphism as well, and that the composition of Θ-sketch
morphisms is associative too. Further the identical graph homomorphism idGS = (idGS

0
, idGS

1
) : GS → GS

define an identical Θ-sketch morphism idS : S → S that is neutral w.r.t. the composition of Θ-sketch morphisms.
In such a way, we obtain for any signature Θ a category Ske(Θ).

Example 5 (Signature and Specification Morphisms). ΘAS-sketch morphisms represent the traditional signature
morphisms [EM85, Rei87, Wol90] but allow also to map single sort symbols to sequences of sort symbols (compare
the discussion in Example 9).

ΘEQ-sketch morphisms represent the corresponding concept of strong specification morphisms where the
equations from one specification have to be translated directly to equations in the other specification and not
into derived equations.

It is straightforward to show that the construction of pullbacks and pushouts in Graph can be extended to a
construction of pullbacks and pushouts, respectively, in Ske(Θ). It seems, however, to be worth to formulate these
statements explicitly (for the first time).

Proposition 1 (Pushouts of Sketches). The pushout S = (GS ,S(Π)) of a span C g← A f→ B of Θ-sketch
morphisms is obtained by constructing the pushout in Graph for the underlying graph homomorphisms

A
f //

g

��

B

g∗

��

GA
f //

g

��

GB

g∗

��
C

f∗ // S GC
f∗ // GS
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and by defining

S(P )
def
= {(P, δ; f∗) | (P, δ) ∈ C(P )} ∪ {(P, σ; g∗) | (P, σ) ∈ B(P )} for all P ∈ Π.

Proof. The definition of S(Π) ensures that the graph homomorphisms f∗ : GC → GS , g∗ : GB → GS establish
indeed Θ-sketch morphisms f∗ : C → S and g∗ : B → S, respectively.

Further, there exists for all Θ-sketch morphisms f ′ : C → X and g′ : B → X with g; f ′ = f ; g′ a unique graph
homomorphism k : GS → GX with f∗; k = f ′ and g∗; k = g′.

A
f //

g

��

B

g∗

�� g′

��

GA
f //

g

��

GB

g∗

�� g′

��

C
f∗ //

f ′ //

S

k
>>

>

��>
>>

GC
f∗ //

f ′ //

GS

k
CCC

C

!!C
CCC

X GX

For any P ∈ Π and any (P, δ; f∗) ∈ S(P ) with (P, δ) ∈ C(P ) this entails (P, δ; f∗; k) = (P, δ; f ′) ∈ X (P ) since
f ′ is a Θ-sketch morphism. Analogously, we obtain (P, σ; g∗; k) = (P, δ; g′) ∈ X (P ) for any (P, σ; g∗) ∈ S(P )
with (P, σ) ∈ B(P ) since g′ is a Θ-sketch morphism. This proves, finally, that k defines a Θ-sketch morphism
k : S → X .

Proposition 2 (Pullbacks of Sketches). The pullback S = (GS ,S(Π)) of a co-span C g→ A f← B of Θ-sketch
morphisms is obtained by constructing the pullback in Graph for the underlying graph homomorphisms

A B
foo GA // GB

foo

C

g

OO

S
f∗oo

g∗

OO

GC

g

OO

GS
f∗oo

g∗

OO

and by defining for all P ∈ Π:

(P, δ) ∈ S(P ) iff (P, δ; g∗) ∈ B(P ) and (P, δ; f∗) ∈ C(P ) and (P, δ; g∗; f) = (P, δ; f∗; g) ∈ A(P ).

Proof. The definition of S(Π) ensures that the graph homomorphisms f∗ : GS → GC , g∗ : GS → GB establish
indeed Θ-sketch morphisms f∗ : S → C and g∗ : S → B, respectively.

Further, there exists for all Θ-sketch morphisms f ′ : X → C and g′ : X → B with g′; f = f ′; g a unique graph
homomorphism k : GX → GS with k; f∗ = f ′ and k; g∗ = g′.

A B
foo GA // GB

foo

C

g

OO

S
f∗oo

g∗

OO

GC

g

OO

GS
f∗oo

g∗

OO

X

k>>>

__>>>

g′

bb

f ′

[[

GX

kCCCC

aaCCCC

g′

cc

f ′

__

For any P ∈ Π and any (P, σ) ∈ X (P ) this entails (P, σ; k; f∗) = (P, σ; f ′) ∈ C(P ) and (P, σ; k; g∗) =
(P, σ; g′) ∈ B(P ) since f ′ and g′, respectively, are Θ-sketch morphisms. Moreover, we have (P, σ; k; f∗; g) =
(P, σ; k; g∗; f) ∈ A(P ) since g and f are Θ-sketch morphisms. According to our definition this means (P, σ; k) ∈
S(P ), thus we have shown, finally, that k defines a Θ-sketch morphism k : X → S.

The empty graph and and the “singleton graph” Loop provide, moreover, also the initial and the final sketch,
respectively.
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Definition 9 (Empty and Singleton Sketch). By O we denote the empty Θ-sketch given by the empty graph. And
by T we denote the singleton Θ-sketch with the carrier graph Loop and with T(P ) containing only the unique
graph homomorphism from α(P ) into Loop for all predicate symbols P ∈ Π.

We obtain immediately

Corollary 1 (Initial and Final Sketch). The empty Θ-sketch O and the singleton Θ-sketch T are the initial and the
final Θ-sketch, respectively.

By standard categorical arguments we are able, in such a way, to construct any finite limit or colimit of sketches.

Theorem 1 ((Co)Completeness). The category Ske(Θ) is finitely complete and finitely cocomplete.

4 Indexed Semantics of Sketches
Following the “culture of theoreticians” we can define the semantics of sketches in an indexed way. First, we have
to decide for a “semantic universe”, i.e., we have to chose an appropriate “big” graph U . In a second step we
have to convert the graph U into a “semantic Θ-sketch” U = (U,U(Π)), i.e., for all labels P ∈ Π we have to give
a mathematical exact definition of the “property P ”, i.e., of the set

U(P ) ⊂ GRAPH(α(P ), U)

of all “semantic valid diagrams” of arity α(P ) where GRAPH is the category of “big” graphs. Then we can define
models within this chosen “semantic universe”.

Definition 10 (Semantic Universe). A semantic Θ-universe is a Θ-sketch U = (U,U(Π)).

Remark 5 (Model Morphisms). If we want to have also morphisms between models we need some more structure
in the “semantic universe”. One possibility to define morpisms between models is to adapt the concept of “natural
transformation” [BW90, Fia05] and, in this case, it will be necessary that the arrows in the “semantic universe”
can be composed. That is, we have to assume that the graph U is actually a category. Moreover, it appears to be
often necessary, in practice, to allow only for a certain kind of arrows to relate the components of models, That is,
we have to indicate an appropriate subcategory of U (see [WD07] for details).

Remark 6 (Pre-defined Semantics). The predicate labes “commutative”, “limit”, and “colimit” are pre-defined
also in the sense that their semantic interpretaion is fixed for any category. That is, their is an exact, “generic”,
mathematical definition of these predicates based on universal properties (and thus on composition also). This
allows to develop a nice and rich “general model theory” for these predicates.

For arbitrary “user-defined” predicates, however, such a “general model theory” can not be provided in
advance, since the semantics of the new predicates has to be defined by the inventor and will be usually restricted
to one or a restricted class of semantic universes. This, however, is exactly useful and needed in most application
contexts. Note, moreover, that we are free to use any mathematical tool to define the semantics of our predicates,
i.e., we are not restricted to the tools “universal property” and “composition” only (see Example 11).

Example 6 (Semantic Universes). In case of algebraic specifications we can take as the semantic ΘAS-universe
the pair AS = (Set,AS(ΠAS)). All singleton sets will be marked with the “empty product” label ([prod], 0),
and the labels ([prod], n), n ≥ 2 are marking not only the cartesian products of n sets, but also all respective
isomorphic diagrams.

For equational specifications we can extend AS to a semantic ΘEQ-universe EQ = (Set, EQ(ΠEQ)):

• EQ([=]) is the set of all diagrams δ : Cell→ Set with δ1(1) = δ1(2).

• EQ([comp]) is the set of all diagrams δ : Triangle→ Set with δ1(3) = δ1(1); δ1(2).

• EQ([tupl], n) is the set of all diagrams δ : Tupln → Set with δ1(πi)(δ1(k)(e)) = δ1(ri)(e) for all e ∈
δ0(y), i = 1, . . . , n.

• And EQ([id]) is the set of all diagrams δ : Loop→ Set with δ1(1) = idδ0(x).

The requirement, that a predicate in a specification has to become true under a semantical interpretation can be
formulated now by means of the concept of sketch morphism.
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Definition 11 (Models). An S-model of a Θ-sketch S in a semantic Θ-universe U is a Θ-sketch morphism m :
S → U , i.e., (P, δ : α(P )→ GS) ∈ S(P ) implies (P, δ;m : α(P )→ U) ∈ U(P ) for all P ∈ Π.

α(P )

δ;m
""E

EEEEEEE
δ // GS

m

��
U

By Mod(S,U) we denote the collection of all S-models in U .

Example 7 (Models). Models of ΘAS-sketches and ΘEQ-sketches correspond to Σ-algebras. We can define, for
example, the “natural numbers” as a SΣNat -model nat : SΣNat → AS given by nat0(N) = N, nat0(M) =
N×N, nat1(z) = 0, nat1(s) = ( + 1), nat1(p) = ( + ), and two projections nat1(πi) : N×N→ N, i = 1, 2.
Since the equation (p(x, s(y)) = s(p(x, y)) is satisfied for natural numbers this SΣNat -model can be extended
uniquely to a SSPNat -model.

“Binary digits” give rise to another SΣNat -model bin : SΣNat → AS given by bin0(N) = 2 = {0, 1},
bin0(M) = 2 × 2, bin1(z) = 0, bin1(s) = ( + 1 mod 2), bin1(p) = ( + mod 2), and two projections
bin1(πi) : 2× 2→ 2, i = 1, 2.

Since our concepts are defined in an indexed way we get different kinds of model transformations for free.
Any “specification morphism”, for example, gives rise, by pre-composition, to a transformation of models into the
opposite direction.

Proposition 3 (Reduction Map). For any Θ-sketch morphism f : S → S ′ we obtain a reduction map fU :
Mod(S ′,U)→Mod(S,U) where fU (m)

def
= f ;m for any S ′-model m : S ′ → U .

GS
f //

f ;m !!D
D

D
D GS

′

m

��
U

5 Sketch Transformations and Sketch Operations
In analogy to graph transformations [EEPT06] we can consider a sketch morphism as a simple non-deleting trans-
formation rule.

Definition 12 (Sketch Production). A Θ-sketch production is given by a Θ-sketch morphism r : L → R.

Example 8 (Productions for Term Construction). To model the inductive construction of Σ-terms over finite sets
of variables we could use the following ΘEQ-sketch productions:

• The production [id〉 : L[id〉 ↪→ R[id〉 introduces identity requirements. L[id〉 is given by the graph Node and
R[id〉 is given by the graph Loop and the [id]-marked diagram idLoop.

• The production [comp〉 : L[comp〉 ↪→ R[comp〉 generates the composition of two arrows. L[comp〉 is given

by the graph (x 1→ y
2→ z) and R[comp〉 is given by the graph Triangle and the [comp]-marked diagram

idTriangle.

• The productions ([prod〉, n) : L([prod〉,n) ↪→ R([prod〉,n) introduce products of n nodes. L([prod〉,n) is given
by the discrete graph (x1 . . . xn) and R([prod〉,n) is given by the graph Spann and the ([prod], n)-marked
diagram idSpann .

• And the productions ([tupl〉, n) : L([tupl〉,n) ↪→ R([tupl〉,n) describe the tupling of n arrows. L([tupl〉,n) is
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given by the following graph Termn

y

r1

		

rn

��

x
p1

{{ww
ww

ww
ww

w
pn

##H
HHHHHHHH

x1 • • • xn

and the ([prod], n)-marked diagram inTermn : Spann ↪→ Termn. Finally, R([tupl〉,n) is given by the graph
Tupln, the ([tupl], n)-marked diagram idTupln , the ([prod], n)-marked diagram inTupln : Spann ↪→ Tupln,
and n [comp]-marked diagrams δi : Triangle → Tupln, i = 1, . . . , n with δi,0(x) = y, δi,0(y) = x,
δi,0(z) = xi, δi,1(1) = k, δi,1(2) = pi, and δi,1(3) = ri.

The transformation of sketches by means of productions can be described by single pushout (SPO) construc-
tions.

Definition 13 (Sketch Transformations). Given a Θ-sketch production r : L → R and a Θ-sketch S = (GS ,S(Π))
with a Θ-sketch morphism a : L → S, called the match, a direct Θ-sketch transformation S r,a

=⇒ S(r,a) is given
by the following pushout diagram in Ske(Θ):

L r //

a

��

R
ar

��
S

ra // S(r,a)

Sketch transformations provide a mechanism to produce new sketches, in a well-defined constructive way, by
identifying nodes and/or arrows and/or by adding new nodes, new arrows, and/or new marked diagrams. Such
a mechanism allows us to reflect the construction of “algebraic terms” or deduction rules within the Generalized
Sketch framework and, for example, to define the semantics of database query languages and view mechanisms
[DK97]. Derived structures are also necessary to relate specifications and to describe data and schema integration
and other model management tasks [Dis05].

Example 9 (Construction of Terms). The construction of Σ-terms over finite sets of variables can be simulated in
the GS formalism by applying inductively ΘEQ-sketch transformations using the ΘEQ- productions from Example
8. (The interest reader may compare the discussion here and in Example 10 with the rule-based construction of
syntactic categories as presented in [CGRW95], for example.)

We start with a ΘAS-sketch SΣ representing the algebraic signature Σ, as the ΘAS-sketch SΣNat in Example
3, for example. Applying the productions ([prod〉, n) with n ≥ 2 we generate sequences of sort symbols, i.e., finite
sets (lists) of variables. To avoid nesting of products we could introduce a further predicate symbol [sort] into
ΘEQ with arity Node to indicate the basic sort symbols of the signature. In SΣNat , for example, we would mark
only the node N with this predicate. By marking, further, every node in L([prod〉,n) by this predicate we will ensure
that we generate only sequences of basic sort symbols.

Applying the productions ([tupl〉, n) with n ≥ 2 we generate tuples (t1, . . . , tn) of terms. And again, to avoid
nested tuples, we could mark the nodes x1, . . . , xn in L([tupl〉,n) by [sort].

New terms are finally generated by applying the production [comp〉. To ensure that we only generate “single
terms” op(t1, . . . , tn) we could extend ΘEQ by a predicate symbol [op] with arity Arrow and mark the arrow 2 in
L[comp〉 and all the arrows in SΣ by this predicate.

Remark 7 (Construction of Names). Examples 8 and 9 shed some light on a very important methodological point:
For many-sorted algebraic signatures we have the following induction rule for the construction of Σ-terms: For
all op : s1 . . . sn → s in OP

t1 ∈ T (Σ, X)s1 , . . . , tn ∈ T (Σ, X)sn ⇒ op(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T (Σ, X)s.

In view of Generalized Sketches this means that we construct out of n arrows X → si with “names” ti and one
arrow s1 . . . sn → s with “name” op a new arrow X → s with the “compound name” op(t1, . . . , tn). That
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is, traditional, “syntactic” oriented approaches to formal specifications, as algebraic specifications, are mainly
concerned about the construction of denotations (names) for new items out of the denotations (names) of given
items. The fact that also new “arrows” are constructed is reflected, if at all, by the “typing” of the new items.
In contrast, the Generalized Sketch framework is focusing on the construction of new nodes and new arrows.
There is no build-in mechanism to construct names for the new items. We are convinced that a practical useful
specification formalism has to combine both mechanisms. In Example 9 we could, for example, equip the ΘEQ-
sketch productions ([tupl〉, n) with a mechanism that creates for each match a : L([tupl〉,n) → S the new denotation
〈t1, . . . , tn〉 for the arrow a∗(k) if ti is the denotation for a(ri), i = 1, . . . , n.

Such a “naming mechanism” would allow us, for example, to control the application of productions in such a
way that we generate a term only once instead of generating copies of the same term again and again.

Example 10 (Equational Logic). The deduction rules for equational logic can be modeled by productions that
introduce only new diagrams marked with [=] (compare the rules in [CGRW95]).

The reflexivity rule, for example, can be modeled by a production [refl〉 with L[refl〉 the graph Arrow and with
R[refl〉 given by the graph Arrow and the unique [=]-marked diagram from Cell into Arrow.

That identical arrows are right-neutral w.r.t. composition can be modeled by a production [rn〉: L[rn〉 is given
by a graph G consisting of the arrows 1, 2 : x→ y, 3 : y → y, a [comp]-marked diagram from Triangle into G
mapping 1 7→ 1, 2 7→ 3,3 7→ 2, and an [id]-marked diagram from Loop into G mapping 1 7→ 3. R[rn〉 introduces
then, in addition, a new [=]-marked diagram incl : Cell→ G.

Note, that S is “closed under a deduction rule” r : L → R if S = S(r,a) for all matches a of L in S.

Similar to graph transformations, also sketch transformations can be seen as pure syntactic constructions on
diagrams. And, it’s astonishing that the semantic interpretation of graphs and of graph productions in a semantic
universe as well as the interplay between graph transformations and the semantic interpretation of productions has
never been addressed in the area of Graph Transformations.

In contrast, the concept of model arises quite naturally in most applications of the GS framework. Also our
running example of “equational specifications” indicates that it is natural to define an “indexed semantics” for
sketch productions and sketch transformations. What we want to have, in an application, is that any model of S in
a semantic universe U can be extended (sometimes in a unique way) to a model of S(r,a) in U . One possibility to
gain this is to have a fixed interpretation of the sketch production in the semantic universe U .

Definition 14 (Sketch Operations). For a Θ-sketch production r : L → R a Θ-sketch operation rU in a semantic
Θ-universe U = (U,U(Π)) is a map rU : Mod(L,U)→Mod(R,U).

rU is called strongly persistent iff rU (rU (m)) = m for any L-modelm : L → U , i.e., iff the following diagram
commutes

L r //

m
��@

@@
@@

@@
R

rU (m)

��
U

Remark 8 (Persistency vs. Injectivity). For a production r : L → R and a semantic universe U where we can
find for any two nodes x 6= y (arrows f 6= g) in L a model m in U such that m(x) 6= m(y) (m(f) 6= m(g)) the
existence of at least one strongly persistent operation rU implies that r has to be injective on nodes (arrows).

There are, however, relevant cases where a “natural semantics” of predicates entails the non-existence of those
models. The predicate [=], for example, should be naturally interpreted in any “semantic universe” as the identity
of arrows (compare Example 6). In all these natural cases we can define productions r : L → R non-injective
on arrows, however, with a strong persistent operation rU : Mod(L,U)→Mod(R,U) as long as we ensure that
arrows in L are only identified by r if they are marked with the predicate label [=].

Example 11 (Sketch Operations). We can define a sketch operation for [id〉 and [comp〉 in any semantic universe
U = (U,U(Π)) where U is the underlying graph of a category U. For any L[id〉-model m : L[comp〉 → U , i.e., for
any object in U we can define [id〉U (m)(1) = idm(x). And for any L[comp〉-model m : L[comp〉 → U we can define
by composition in U [comp〉U (m)(3) = m(1);m(2).

Similar we can define a sketch operation for ([prod〉, n) in any semantic universe U with U equal to Set,
Par, or Pow by the cartesian product of sets, i.e., for any L([prod〉,n)-model m : L([prod〉,n) → U we can define
([prod〉, n)U (m)(x) = m(x1)× · · · ×m(xn).
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Note, that we have to make a choice between all the isomorphic possibilities to define products. Note further,
that the cartesian product of sets is not the categorical product in Par or Pow, respectively. That is, it can not be
described by a universal property in these categories.

Since the definition of ([tupl〉, n) reflects the property of categorical products we can definine, in contrast, a
sketch operation for ([tupl〉, n) only in Set. To model the tupling of partial functions, for example, we could modify
([tupl〉, n) replacing the [comp]-marked in R([tupl〉,n) by diagrams expessing inequalities of partial functions
(compare [Rei87, Wol90, CGRW95]).

The universal property of pushouts ensures that sketch transformations and persistent sketch operations are
compatible, i.e., any syntactic transformation induces a corresponding semantic transformation of models.

Theorem 2 (Compatibility). Given a Θ-sketch production r : L → R and a strongly persistent Θ-sketch operation
rU : Mod(L,U) → Mod(R,U) any match a : L → S into a Θ-sketch S induces a strongly persistent Θ-sketch
operation rUa : Mod(S,U)→Mod(S(r,a),U).

Proof. For any S-model m : S → U we have a R-model rU (a;m) : R → U such that a;m = r; rU (a;m) due
to the strong persistency of rU . Now, the pushout property provides a (unique) S(r,a)-model rUa (m) : S(r,a) → U
such that ra; rUa (m) = m (and ar; rUa (m) = rU (a;m)).

L r //

a

��

R

ar

�� rU (a;m)

��

S
ra //

m //

S(r,a)

rUa (m)

DDD

!!D
DD

U

Remark 9 (Amalgamation). The construction of the mediating morphism rUa (m) corresponds to what is called the
amalgamated sum of algebras in Algebraic Specifications [EM85]. And the statement in Theorem 2 corresponds
to the first part of the extension lemma in [EM85]. It is straightforward to prove the full ammalgamation and
extension lemmata for Generalized Sketches (even for signatures with dependencies). We don’t present these
results here since we concentrate on the basic mechanisms for translating indexed into fibred semantics.

6 Grothendieck Construction
The indexed semantics defined in the last two sections works well and we can build a lot of nice theory based on
it (see [WD07]). For example, we could prove the full “extension lemma”, we could show that the GS formalism
provides an “institution” [GB92], and so on. Trying, however, to apply this theory in practice we are faced with
a severe cultural gap. Practitioners (and especially software engineers) are living in a “fibred world”. Instead
of considering models in our sense, i.e., interpretations of a syntactic structure G in a semantic universe as, for
example, graph homomorphisms m : G→ U they prefer to talk about and to think in terms of instances τ : I →
G. And, even more, the structure G is considered in this context to be a “model” of I3. To bridge the cultural gap
we have to transfer our indexed definitions, constructions and statements in to the fibred world.

Those transitions can be based on the so-called Grothendieck construction [BW90, MWH07]. The idea is to
construct a “flat structure” build up from the disjoint union of all the single “semantic objects” m(i) with i a node
in G plus a coding of all the single “semantic translations” m(σ) : m(i)→ m(j) for arrows σ : i→ j in G.

A more detailed and fine-grained investigation of the different variants of this construction for different types of
syntactic structures G and for different semantic universes is planned for a forthcoming paper. Since we are dealt
here with generalized sketches we will consider only graphs as syntactic structures and we will restrict ourself to
the category Graph as the only semantic universe.

Definition 15 (Grothendieck Construction). For any small graph G and any graph homomorphism m : G →
Graph we can construct a small graph Fl(m) as follows:

3Note, that such a use of the term “model” in the sense of a simplifying abstraction corresponds to the traditional use of this term in physics,
for example.
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• nodes: 〈i, x〉 with i a node in G and x a node in m(i)

• arrows:

1. 〈i, f〉 : 〈i, x〉 → 〈i, y〉 with i a node in G and f : x→ y an arrow in m(i).

2. 〈σ, x〉 : 〈i, x〉 → 〈j,m(σ)(x)〉 with σ : i→ j an arrow in G and x a node in m(i) (and thus m(σ)(x)
a node in m(j)).

i
σ // j

m(i)
m(σ) // m(j)

x

f

��

� // m(σ)(x)

y

We will call the arrows 〈i, f〉 internal arrows since they represent arrows within the single “semantic ob-
jects” m(i) and the arrows 〈σ, x〉 will be called external arrows since they represent the graphs of the “semantic
translations” m(σ) : m(i)→ m(j).

Remark 10 (Grothendieck Construction for Categories). The traditional Grothendieck construction (see [BW90,
MWH07]) flattens a functor m : G → Cat into a category Fl(m) where the arrows in Fl(m) are obtained by
composing internal and external arrows in any order. The crucial point with categories, however, is that any such
sequence of composed internal and external arrows can be “normalized” into the composition of a single external
arrow with a single internal arrow:

Any sequence of external arrows reduces to a single external arrow by composition in G and due to the functor
property of m (i.e., we have m(σ; τ)(x) = m(τ)(m(σ)(x)) in the second diagram below). Any sequence of
internal arrows normalizes to a single internal arrow by composition in the corresponding component m(i). And,
finally, the composition of a single internal arrow with a single external arrow can be replaced by an equivalent
composition of an external arrow with an internal arrow since the “semantic translations” m(σ) : m(i)→ m(j)
are functors (see the square in the second diagram below). Based on this normalization the arrows in Fl(m) can
be defined, therefore, as pairs

〈σ, f〉 : 〈i, x〉 → 〈j, y〉

with σ : i→ j an arrow in G and f : m(σ)(x)→ y an arrow in m(j).

i
σ // j

m(i)
m(σ) // m(j)

x � // m(σ)(x)

f

��
y

Composition in Fl(m) is defined, following the described “normalization procedure”, by

〈σ, f〉; 〈τ, g〉 = 〈σ; τ,m(τ)(f); g〉
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i
σ // j τ // k

m(i)
m(σ) // m(j)

m(τ) // m(k)

x � // m(σ)(x)

f

��

� // m(σ; τ)(x)

m(τ)(f)

��
y � // m(τ)(y)

g

��
z

It is worth to mention, that in case of categories the “external arrows” can be axiomatically characterized by a
universal property as so-called (op)cartesian arrows. The uniqueness part of this property includes, moreover,
an implicit logical coding of the assignments f 7→ m(σ)(f). In case of graphs this information is lost in the flat
structure Fl(m). It may be reasonable to extend Fl(m) to a sketch with predicates [int], [ext] for arrows and a
corresponding predicate [mapsto] for squares to represent this lost information.

Note, that the Grothendieck construction is presented traditionally in the literature as a construction for func-
tors m : Gop → Cat.

Remark 11 (Opposite Graphs). There are four possible variants of the Grothendieck construction for graphs. Out
of Definition 15 we obtain the three other variants by replacing G by Gop and/or m(i) by m(i)op for all nodes i in
G.

Changing G to Gop means to inverse the external arrows in Fl(m) and changing m(i) to m(i)op inverses the
internal arrows. In such a way, the resulting graph for the variant (G,m(i)), the one in Definition 15, will be
opposite to the resulting graph for the variant (Gop,m(i)op), and the result for (G,m(i)op) will be opposite to the
result for (Gop,m(i)). This means that we have “up to opposition” two variants (G,m(i)) and (G,m(i)op), and
they produce, in general, non-isomorphic results. We have, therefore, to decide which variant is the appropriate
one in the corresponding application context.

Projecting out the first component of the nodes and arrows should provide now a graph homomorphism from
Fl(m) into G. This means, however, that we have to map the internal arrows 〈i, f〉 to an arrow from i to i in G.
To do so, we have to introduce new designated identical loops in G.

Definition 16 (Identical Arrows). Given a graph G we define a new graph Gid with

• Gid0 = G0,

• Gid1 = G1 ∪ {idi | i ∈ G0},

• scGid ↓ G1 = scG,

• trGid ↓ G1 = trG, and

• scGid(idi) = trG
id

(idi) = i for all i ∈ G0.

Any graph homomorphism ϕ : G→ H can be extended to a graph homomorphism ϕid : Gid → Hid with

• ϕid0 = ϕ0,

• ϕid1 ↓ G1 = ϕ1, and

• ϕid0 (idi) = idϕ0(i) for all i ∈ G0.

Now we can define the intended projection.

Definition 17 (Projection). For any graph G and any graph homomorphism m : G → Graph we obtain a graph
homomorphism prm : Fl(m)→ Gid as follows:
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• prm(〈i, x〉) = i for any node 〈i, x〉 in Fl(m),

• prm(〈i, f〉) = idi for any arrow 〈i, f〉 in Fl(m),

• prm(〈σ, x〉) = σ for any arrow 〈σ, x〉 in Fl(m).

Remark 12 (Opfibrations). Note, that the projections are “opfibrations”, i.e., they are “backwards reflecting” in
the sense, that for any arrow σ : i→ j inG and any node 〈i, x〉 in Fl(m) there is a unique “external arrow” 〈σ, x〉
such that prm(〈σ, x〉) = σ. The existence of such an arrow reflects the totality of the ”semantical translations”
and the uniqueness reflects that these translations are indeed functions.

It is folklore that the Grothendieck construction turns composition, i.e., commutative triangles, into pullback
diagrams. Or, to make it more precise: Considering the category GRAPH of “big graphs” and the full embedding
functor em : Graph → GRAPH we can define the comma category (em ↓ Graph). Objects (G,m) in (em ↓
Graph) are the graph homomorphisms m : G → Graph from Definition 15 and morphism ϕ : (H,n) → (G,m)
are given by graph homomorphisms ϕ : H → G such that ϕ;m = n, i.e., by commutative triangles in GRAPH.

Let’s further consider the arrow category Graph→. Objects (A, h,B) are given by graph homomorphisms
h : A → B and morphisms (a, b) : (A1, h1, B1) → (A2, h2, B2) are commutative squares in Graph, i.e., graph
homomorphisms a : A1 → A2 and b : B1 → B2 such that h1; b = a;h2.

Definition 17 states then that the Grothendieck construction maps objects in (em ↓ Graph) to objects in
Graph→. And this mapping can be extended to arrows.

Proposition 4 (Commutative Triangles to Pullbacks). For any homomorphism ϕ : H → G between small graphs
and any graph homomorphism m : G→ Graph the assignments

• ϕm(〈i, x〉) = 〈ϕ(i), x〉 for any node 〈i, x〉 in Fl(ϕ,m),

• ϕm(〈i, f〉) = 〈ϕ(i), f〉 for any arrow 〈i, f〉 in Fl(ϕ,m),

• ϕm(〈σ, x〉) = 〈ϕ(σ), x〉 for any arrow 〈σ, x〉 in Fl(ϕ,m).

define a graph homomorphism ϕm : Fl(ϕ,m) → Fl(m) such that the following right diagram is a pullback
diagram in Graph

H
ϕ //

ϕ;m
""D

DD
DD

DD
DD

G

m

��

Hid
ϕid // Gid

Graph Fl(ϕ;m)
ϕm //

prϕ;m

OO

Fl(m)

prm

OO

Proof. Pullbacks in Graph are constructed componentwise for nodes and edges in Set and it is easy to verify that
our definition just mimics the standard construction of pullbacks in Set by constructing a product and then an
equalizer.

Composition in (em ↓ Graph) is defined by composition in Graph and is well-defined since composition in
Graph is associative and since em is a functor.

Corollary 2 (Composition of Pullbacks). For any homomorphisms ψ : K → H , ϕ : H → G between small
graphs and any graph homomorphism m : G→ Graph we have

Fl((ψ;ϕ);m) = Fl(ψ; (ϕ;m)), pr(ψ;ϕ);m = prψ;(ϕ;m) and (ψ;ϕ)m = ψϕ;m;ϕm

K
ψ //

(ψ;ϕ);m ""D
DD

DD
DD

DD
H

ϕ //

ϕ;m

��

G

m
||zz

zz
zz

zz
z Kid

ψid // Hid
ϕid // Gid

Graph Fl((ψ;ϕ);m)
ψϕ;m //

pr(ψ;ϕ);m

OO

(ψ;ϕ)m

33Fl(ϕ;m)
ϕm //

prϕ;m

OO

Fl(m)

prm

OO

Proof. Due to the associativity of composition in GRAPH, i.e., due to (ψ;ϕ);m = ψ; (ϕ;m), this follows imme-
diately from Definition 17 and the fact (ψ;ϕ)id = ψid;ϕid.
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Theorem 3 (Grothendieck Functor). The assignments (G,m) 7→ prm and ϕ 7→ (ϕm, ϕid) according to Definition
15 and Proposition 4, respectively, define a functor Fl : (em ↓ Graph)→ Graph→

Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 2 and the facts (idG)id = idGid and (idG)m = idFl(m).

Now we want to analyze the argumentation in Theorem 2 in view of the Grothendieck construction. That is,
we consider a pushout diagram in Graph and two graph homomorphisms m : B → Graph and n : C → Graph
such that h;m = f ;n(=: l):

A h //

f

��

B

g

�� m

��

Fl(l) hm //

prl

��

fn
www

{{www

Fl(m)

prm

��

C k //

n ..

D Fl(n)

prn

��

Graph Aid hid //

fid
vv

v

{{vvv

Bid

gid
www

{{www

Cid kid // Did

Applying the Grothendieck construction, we obtain a half cube with a pushout in the bottom and with pullbacks in
the left face and the back face.

The existence of a p : D → Graph with g; p = m and k; p = n means now that there is a completion of the
half cube to a commutative cube with the front face and the rightface pullbacks, where the commutativity of the
top face is ensured by Corollary 2.

A h //

f

��

B

g

�� m

��

Fl(l) hm //

prl

��

fn
www

{{www

Fl(m)

prm

��

gp
vvv

v

{{vvv
v

C k //

n ..

D
p

""D
DD

DD
DD

DD
Fl(n) kp //

prn

��

Fl(p)

prp

��

Graph Aid hid //

fid
vv

v

{{vvv

Bid

gid
uuu

zzuuu

Cid kid // Did

How is the uniqueness of p : D → Graph reflected on the fibred side? The bottom face of the cube is a pushout.
Since any pushout in Graph is a semi VK square, also the top square becomes a pushout. And, since pushouts are
determined “up to isomorphism”, this means that there is “up to isomorphism” only one “pullback completion”
of the half cube.

What about the other implication for VK squares? Or, to formulate it in another way: Why should pullbacks be
stable under combined pushouts and pullbacks? In view of our context here this seems to be not necessary. There
is, however, a subtle technological (or psychological?) point. The construction of the unique mediating morphism
p : D → Graph is common and looks “natural”. In contrast, the construction of a “unique pullback completion”
looks strange and “unnatural” even if it is the fibred counterpart of the construction of a mediating morphism.

The only “natural way” to complete the half cube seems to be to construct, first, the pushout on the top face
thus, in a second step, the missing vertical arrow can be constructed as a mediating morphism for this new pushout.
And, then we hope that the resulting commutative front face and right face are pullbacks as intended.

In our case, where the pushout-pullback half cube results from the Grothendieck construction both ways pro-
vide isomorphic results thus we could summarize our discussion by the slogan:

The Grothendieck construction transforms the statement “a square is a pushout in Graph” into
the statement “a(nother) square is a “weak” VK square in Graph”.
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“Weak” means that the equivalence in Definition 3 is not required to hold for all pushout-pullback half cube,
but only for those one resulting from the Grothendieck construction (see the discussion of “modularity” in the
concluding section).

In the context of sketch operations and graph transformations it seems to be reasonable to restrict ourself to
injective graph homomorphisms h : A → B (compare the discussion in Remark 8). In Graph pushouts along
monomorphisms are VK squares thus the “natural way” to complete the half cube works fine for these restricted
cases.

A second look at our diagrams above makes apparent that we have actually constructed commutative squares
in the categories (em ↓ Graph) and Graph→, respectively.

(A, l) h //

f

��

(B,m)

g

��

(Fl(l), prl, Aid)
(hm,h

id) //

(fn,f
id)

��

(Fl(m), prm, Bid)

(gp,g
id)

��
(C, n) k // (D, p) (Fl(n), prn, Cid)

(kp,k
id) // (Fl(p), prp, Did)

It is straightforward to show that these diagrams are pushout diagrams thus our slogan can be reformulated as:

Theorem 4 (Pushout Preservation). The functor Fl : (em ↓ Graph)→ Graph→ preserves pushouts.

7 From Indexed to Fibred Semantics
In this section we investigate how the indexed semantics of sketches can be reformulated in a fibred setting along
the line provided by the Grothendieck construction(s). Since the Grothendieck construction turns composition into
pullbacks this reformulation will be based on pullbacks. Therefore we introduce some notational conventions:

For every arrow cospan (x
f→ y

g← z) in Graph, we choose a fixed pullback span (z
f∗← p

g∗→ x) = PB(f, g)
with the following notational agreement. If f∗, g∗ are “parallel” to f, g respectively, we write f∗ = PBg(f) and
g∗ = PBf (g). Then the familiar lemma that composition of pullbacks is again a pullback takes the following

form: PBf1;f2(g)
i∼= PBf1 [PBf2(g)] with i = i(f1, f2, g) a canonic isomorphism satisfying the corresponding

coherence conditions.
First, we have to fix a semantic interpretation for the predicate symbols. In the indexed setting this was done

by chosing a semantic universe U = (U,U(Π)), i.e., for each P ∈ Π we had to define a set of “semantical
valid” diagrams δ : α(P )→ U . For the semantic universe Graph the Grothendieck construction transforms those
diagrams into arrows prδ : Fl(δ) → α(P )id. This leads us to a fibred semantics of signatures as defined in
[DW07], where we have to take into account that pullbacks are only determined “up to isomorphism”.

Definition 18 (Fibred Semantics of Signatures). Given a signature Θ = (Π, α), its semantic interpretation is
a mapping [[ .. ]], which assigns to each predicate symbol P a set [[P ]] ⊂ {τ ∈ Graph | cod(τ) = α(P )} of
valid instances, where [[P ]] is assumed to be closed under isomorphisms: τ ∈ [[P ]] implies i; τ ∈ [[P ]] for any
isomorphism i : O′ → O in Graph.

Remark 13 (Identical Loops). The considerations in Section 6 indicate that it may be necessary to work in the
fibred setting with enhanced signatures where the arity graphs are equipped with additional identical loops. We
ignore those enhancements here. It is, however, worth to point out that we should expect that (sketch based) models
and meta-models used in a fibred setting, as in OO modeling for example, will come along with many identical
loops.

Remark 14 (Other Grothendieck Constructions). The Grothendieck construction presented in Section 6 can be
easily adopted to other semantic universes as Set, Par, Pow, and Cat. The sets [[P ]] could be but don’t need to be
restricted to arrows obtained by one (or all) of these variants of the Grothendieck construction.

The concept of a “model of a sketch” turns into the concept of an “instance of a sketch” where the compatibility
condition in Definition 11, based on composition, turns into a corresponding pullback requirement [DW07].
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Definition 19 (Instances of Sketches). Let S = (GS ,S(Π)) be a Θ-sketch. Its instance is an instance τ : O → GS

of the structural base, such that τ∗ = PBδ(τ) ∈ [[P ]] for all diagrams δ : α(P )→ GS in S.

O∗
δ∗ //

τ∗

��

O

τ

��
α(P ) δ // GS

It gives us the set of all instances Inst(S) of sketch S.

In other words, an instance of some model satisfies a labeled diagram/formula over this model if the part of
this instance over the diagram is a valid instance of its label.

Reduction maps for sketch morphisms are defined in the indexed setting by simple pre-composition. In the
fibred setting we have to use the more involved pullback construction for the same purpose.

Proposition 5 (Pullbacking of Instances). If f : S → S ′ is a Θ-sketch morphism and τ : O → GS
′

is an instance
of S ′, then τ∗ : O∗ → GS with τ∗ = PBf (τ) is an instance of S.

O∗∗
δ∗ //

τ∗∗

��

O∗
f∗ //

τ∗

��

O

τ

��
α(P ) δ // GS

f // GS
′

Proof. For any diagram δ : α(P ) → GS in S δ; f : α(P ) → GS
′

becomes a diagram in S ′ since f : S → S ′
is a Θ-sketch morphism. Since τ is an instance of S ′ we know that PBδ;f (τ) ∈ [[P ]]. The composition of two
pullbacks is again a pullback thus PBδ;f (τ) and τ∗∗ = PBδ(τ∗) are isomorphic. This means that τ∗∗ ∈ [[P ]]
since [[P ]] is closed under isomorphisms.

In such a way we obtain in the fibred setting a “pullback map”.

Proposition 6 (Pullback Map). For a given semantic interpretation [[ .. ]] of Θ any Θ-sketch morphism f : S → S ′
defines a pullback map f[[..]] : Inst(S ′)→ Inst(S) with f[[..]](τ) = τ∗ = PBf (τ) for any instance τ : O → GS

′

of S ′.

Based on Proposition 6 the fibred version of sketch operations can be defined striaghtforwardly.

Definition 20 (Fibred Sketch Operation). For a Θ-sketch production r : L → R a fibred Θ-sketch operation for
a given semantic interpretation [[ .. ]] of Θ is a map r[[..]] : Inst(L)→ Inst(R).

r[[..]] is called strongly persistent iff r[[..]](r[[..]](τ)) = τ for any instance τ : O → GL of L.

r[[..]] is called persistent iff r[[..]](r[[..]](τ))
i∼= τ for any instance τ : O → GL of L.

The question we want to address now is if (and how) the compatibility of sketch transformations and sketch
operations can be also obtained in the fibred setting.

Let us consider a Θ-sketch production r : L → R and a direct Θ-sketch transformation S r,a
=⇒ S(r,a), i.e., the

following pushouts in Ske(Θ) and Graph, respectively:

L r //

a

��

R

ar

��

GL
r //

a

��

GR

ar

��
S

ra // S(r,a) GS
ra // GS(r,a)

The question is if any (strongly) persistent fibred Θ-sketch operation r[[..]] : Inst(L) → Inst(R) induces a
(strongly) persistent fibred Θ-sketch operation r[[..]]a : Inst(S)→ Inst(S(r,a)) or not:

For any instance τ : O → GS of S we get, by applying the pullback map a[[..]], an instance τL : OL → GL

of L and by applying a strongly persistent r[[..]] we get further an instance τR : OR → GR of R such that
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τL = PBr(τR). What we obtain is a half cube with a pushout in the bottom and with pullbacks in the left face
and the back face, thus our discussion from the end of Section 6 applies.

OL
r∗ //

τL

��

a∗

}}zz
zz

zz
zz

OR

τR

��

O

τ

��

GL
r //

a

}}{{
{{

{{
{{

GR

ar{{www
ww

ww
ww

GS
ra // GS(r,a)

In case the half cube lifes in the image of the Grothendieck construction described in Section 6 (or of another
variant) we could construct the corresponding mediating morphism on the indexed side and translate the situation
back to a complete pushout-pullback cube.

In general, however, it is an open question if “unique pullback completions” exist for any such half cube in
Graph thus we have to restrict our fibred version of compatibility to injective productions.

Theorem 5 (Fibred Compatibility). Given an injective Θ-sketch production r : L → R and a (strongly) persistent
fibred Θ-sketch operation r[[..]] : Inst(L)→ Inst(R) any match a : L → S into a Θ-sketch S induces a persistent
fibred Θ-sketch operation r[[..]]a : Inst(S)→ Inst(S(r,a)).

Proof. We prove the statement for a strongly persistent r[[..]]. For persistent r[[..]] the proof can be adopted easily.
Consider the following cube in Graph:

OL r∗ //

τL

��

a∗
zz

z

}}zz
z

OR

τR

��

a•
vvv

v

{{vvv
v

O∗σ∗oo

τ∗

��

O r• //

τ

��

O•

τ•

��

GL

a|
|||

}}|||
|

r // GR

ar
www

w

{{www
w

α(P )σoo

GS ra // GS(r,a)

The bottom face is a pushout. For any instance τ : O → GS of S we get according to Proposition 5 an instance
τL : OL → GL of L with τL = PBa(τ). Applying the strongly persistent r[[..]] we get further an instance
τR : OR → GR ofR with τL = PBr(τR).

Constructing the pushout of the span (a∗, r∗) we obtain the two graph homomorphisms r• : O → O• and
a• : OR → O•. Since a∗; τ ; ra = τL; a; ra = τL; r; ar = r∗; τR; ar there exists a unique τ• : O• → GS(r,a)

such that r•; τ• = τ ; ra and a•; τ• = τR; ar.
Since in Graph pushouts along monomorphisms are VK squares we get, moreover, that the commutative front

face and right face are pullbacks, i.e., we have τ
i∼= PBra(τ

•) and τR
i∼= PBar (τ•). This ensures that the

assignments τ 7→ τ• define a persistent fibred Θ-sketch operation r[[..]]a : Inst(S) → Inst(S(r,a)) as long as we
can show that τ• : O• → GS(r,a) is indeed an instance of S(r,a): According to the construction of pushouts in
Θ-sketches any diagram in S(r,a) is of the form δ; ra : α(P )→ GS(r,a) with δ : α(P )→ GS a diagram in S or of
the form σ; ar : α(P ) → GS(r,a) with σ : α(P ) → GR a diagram in R. We consider the second case where the
first case can be shown analogously. Since τR is an instance ofR we know that τ∗ = PBσ(τR) ∈ [[P ]]. We have

τR
i∼= PBar (τ•) and since pullbacks are closed under isomorphisms and since the composition of two pullbacks

is again a pullback we obtain also τ∗
i∼= PBσ;ar (τ•). This means PBσ;ar (τ•) ∈ [[P ]], as required, since [[P ]] is

closed under isomorphisms.
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8 Concluding Discussion and Open Questions
We have presented in the paper some basic definitions and results of the GS framework. Thereby it turned out
that especially the syntactic part of the GS framework appears as a natural extension of the Graph Transformation
framework. As a new result we have shown that the categories of sketches are finitely complete and finitely
cocomplete.

Following the “indexed culture” we have given an indexed semantics for sketches and for sketch operations.
Finally, we investigated how these indexed semantics can be transformed into a fibred semantics by means of (a
variant of) the Grothendieck construction. Analyzing these transformations we gained some new insights into the
“nature” of indexed and fibred semantics that we want to discuss in this concluding section. Especially, we are
interested to shed more light on the “nature” and the rôle of the so-called van Kampen square.

Indexed semantics turns out to be inherently modular. First, we define the syntax and then we define semantical
interpretations of the syntax along the structure of the syntax. This makes indexed semantics nicely behaving
and thus asking for a lot of nice theoretical results. Especially, indexed semantics makes that transformations of
models and constructions of models are fully controlled/induced by syntactic transformations and constructions,
respectively. We could show, for example, that the assignments S 7→ Mod(S,U) and f 7→ fU define a functor
from Ske(Θ) into Cat, and we could present an institution [GB92] on top of this observation.

Fibred semantics, in contrast, is not inherently modular since it provides more freedom. The assignments
S 7→ Inst(S) and f 7→ f[[..]], for example, will provide us only with a pseudo functor from Ske(Θ) into Cat since
pullbacks are only determined “up to isomorphisms” (compare [DW07]).

The difference becomes more evident if we consider the “amalgamation of models”. On the indexed side
amalgamation is a simple and modular construction. First, we construct a pushout on the syntactic level, and
then we amalgamate models by constructing a mediating morphism for this syntactic pushout. On the fibred side
amalgamation of models is reflected by trying to construct a “unique pullback completion” of a pushout-pullback
half cube. Such a completion, however, may not exist in many cases. So, what happens here? Let’s have a
look at the example for a non VK square in Set as presented in [EEPT06], p. 84. There we have the following
pushout-pullback half cube:

{0, 1} × {0, 1} π2 //

+mod2

��

π1

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
{0, 1}

��

{0, 1}

��

{0, 1}

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
// {∗}

||yy
yy

yy
yy

{∗} // {∗}

There are two chances to complete this half cube: We can construct the pushout on the top face and then we get
due to the pushout property the missing unique vertical arrow making the front face and the right face commutative
as shown by the left cube below. The front face and the right face, however, don’t become pullbacks. On the other
side we can complete the front face and the right face to pullbacks as shown by the right cube below. But, then the
top face is not commutative much less a pushout.

{0, 1} × {0, 1} π2 //

+mod2

��

π1

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
{0, 1}

��

||yy
yy

yy
yy

{0, 1} × {0, 1} π2 //

+mod2

��

π1

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
{0, 1}

��

id{{www
ww

ww
ww

{0, 1} //

��

{∗}

��

{0, 1} id //

��

{0, 1}

��

{0, 1}

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
// {∗}

||yy
yy

yy
yy

{0, 1}

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
// {∗}

{{www
ww

ww
ww

{∗} // {∗} {∗} // {∗}
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The crucial point is that the given half cube violates the modularity between syntax and semantics. We have
two different pullbacks for the same diagram, i.e., the transformation of semantics is not fully determined by the
transformation of syntax. For indexed semantics such a situation is excluded by definition. In other words, the half
cube is not in the image of the Grothendieck construction. What we get by the Grothendieck construction is the
half cube in the diagram below with identical left face and back face and thus with a unique pullback completion.

{0, 1} × {0, 1} π2 //

π1

��

π2

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
{0, 1}

��

id{{www
ww

ww
ww

{0, 1} id //

��

{0, 1}

��

{0, 1}

xxqqqqqqqqqqq
// {∗}

{{www
ww

ww
ww

{∗} // {∗}

We have to leave open, for a next round of discussion, the question if there is something wrong with the fibred
semantics or if it is more probably wrong on the indexed side. Maybe, we have to adapt one day the interpretation:
If there is a problem indeed, then the fibred semantics honestly reveals it while the indexed one hides it. Besides
this, we want to formulate three open questions here:

1. Is there a suitable characterization of “modular” pushout-pullback half cubes, i.e., of half cubes allowing for
a unique pullback completion?

2. Satisfy the “modular” pushout-pullback half cubes certain kinds of compositionality?

3. Is it reasonable to weaken the definition of VK squares by quantifying universally not over all pushout-
pullbacks half cubes but only over the “modular” one?

Besides investigating these open questions it seems to be worth to provide the designers of frameworks based
on categorical concepts, as the Graph Transformation and GS frameworks, and the “users” of these frameworks
with a detailed and fine-grained analysis of the different variants of the Grothendieck construction for different
types of syntactic structures and for different semantic universes.

The variant of the Grothendieck construction considered in this paper forced us to consider besides the struc-
tures set, graph, and category another kind of structure, namely “graphs with identical arrows”. It will be interesting
to see it there appear other structures on the agenda when we analyse the other variants, and it will be worth to ask
if these structures are of any relevance independent of the Grothendieck construction.
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